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Hearing in Real-Life Environments (HERE): Structure
and Reliability of a Questionnaire on Perceived
Hearing for Older Adults
Antje Heinrich,1,2,5 Tuija M. Mikkola,3,5 Hannele Polku,4 Timo Törmäkangas,4 and Anne Viljanen4
Objectives: The ability to hear in a variety of social situations and environments is vital for social participation and a high quality of life. One
way to assess hearing ability is by means of self-report questionnaire.
For questionnaires to be useful, their measurement properties, based on
careful validation, have to be known. Only recently has consensus been
reached concerning how to perform such validation and been published
as COSMIN (consensus-based standards for the selection of health status measurement instruments) guidelines. Here the authors use these
guidelines to evaluate the measurement properties of the “Hearing in
Real-Life Environments” (HERE) questionnaire, a newly developed selfreport measure that assesses speech perception, spatial orientation,
and the social-emotional consequences of hearing impairment in older
adults. The aim is to illustrate the process of validation and encourage
similar examinations of other frequently used questionnaires.
Design: The HERE questionnaire includes 15 items with a numeric rating
scale from 0 to 10 for each item and allows the assessment of hearing with and without hearing aids. The evaluation was performed in two
cohorts of community-dwelling older adults from Finland (n = 581, mean
82 years) and the United Kingdom (n = 50, mean 69 years). The internal
structure of the questionnaire and its relationship to age, hearing level,
and self-reported and behavioral measures of speech perception was
assessed and, when possible, compared between cohorts.
Results: The results of the factor analysis showed that the HERE’s internal structure was similar across cohorts. In both cohorts, the factor
analysis showed a satisfactory solution for three factors (speech hearing,
spatial hearing, and socio-emotional consequences), with a high internal
consistency for each factor (Cronbach’s α’s for the factors from 0.90 to
0.97). Test–retest analysis showed the HERE overall mean score to be
stable and highly replicable over time (intraclass correlation coefficient =
0.86, standard error of measurement of the test score = 0.92). The HERE
overall mean score correlated highly with another self-report measure of
speech perception, the Speech Spatial Qualities of Hearing questionnaire
(standardized regression coefficient [β] = −0.75, p < 0.001), moderately
highly with behaviorally assessed hearing level (best-ear average: β =
0.45 to 0.46), and moderately highly with behaviorally measured intelligibility of sentences in noise (β = −0.50, p < 0.001).
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Conclusions: Using the COSMIN guidelines, the authors show that the
HERE is a valid, reliable, and stable questionnaire for the assessment
of self-reported speech perception, sound localization, and the socioemotional consequences of hearing impairment in the context of social
functioning. The authors also show that cross-cultural data collected
using different data collection strategies can be combined with a range
of statistical methods to validate a questionnaire.
Key words: Aging, COSMIN criteria, Hearing, Questionnaire validation,
Speech perception.
(Ear & Hearing 2019;40;368–380)

INTRODUCTION
Accurate speech perception, which is vital for successful
communication, good social participation, and a high quality of
life (Cruice et al. 2006), depends partly on good hearing sensitivity. Hearing can be assessed in a number of ways, with different methods preferred by different fields. One method, preferred
by experimental studies and clinical settings, is the computation
of pure-tone averages (PTA), a combined sensitivity threshold
of basic tone stimuli at a number of frequencies. This objective measure correlates well with speech perception of simple
stimuli by listeners with hearing loss in quiet listening situations (Era et al. 1986; Helfer & Wilber 1990; Humes & Roberts
1990; van Rooij & Plomp 1990, 1992; Humes & Christopherson 1991; Jerger et al. 1991; Humes et al. 1994; Divenyi &
Haupt 1997; Jerger & Chmiel 1997). But it correlates less well
when listeners have good hearing and the listening situation is
complex (Duquesnoy 1983; van Rooij et al. 1989; Jerger et al.
1991; Besser et al. 2012; Heinrich et al. 2015, 2016b). Moreover, obtaining these sensitivity measurements requires one-toone testing in a quiet environment using specialist equipment.
Another way to assess hearing is to use self-report questionnaires. This subjective measure is commonly used in hearing aid
validation (Whitmer et al. 2015) and in large population-based
epidemiological studies (Kramer et al. 2002; Viljanen et al.
2014; Mikkola et al. 2016). In contrast to sensitivity measurements, questionnaire assessment does not require a specialized
environment nor one-to-one testing. Moreover, questionnaires
assess functioning directly for a variety of real-life situations
and environments (for a discussion of the term functioning
within the realm of hearing impairment, see Heinrich et al.
2016a) rather than measuring sensitivity of basic stimuli from
which functioning is then inferred. Finally, they not only assess
hearing functioning but also socio-emotional and other consequences of perceived difficulties. Over the years, a large number of hearing questionnaires have been developed (Whitmer
et al. 2015). The main disadvantage of questionnaires is their
often insufficient validation, possibly due to a lack of consensus over validation requirements. This consensus has recently
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been reached with the publication of the COSMIN (consensusbased standards for the selection of health status measurement
instruments) checklist (Mokkink et al. 2010). This article demonstrates how COSMIN can be used to guide the validation of a
hearing-related self-report questionnaire.

Development of the “Hearing In Real-Life
Environments” Questionnaire
One, maybe the easiest option, would have been to validate
one of the existing hearing questionnaires such as the Speech
Spatial and Qualities of Hearing scale (SSQ; Gatehouse &
Noble 2004), the Hearing Handicap Inventory for the Elderly
(HHIE; Ventry & Weinstein 1982), or the Abbreviated Profile
of Hearing Aid Benefit (APHAB; Cox & Alexander 1995).
However, we wanted to validate the questionnaire within the
context of a large project that investigated the relationship
between physical mobility, social participation, and quality of
life among older adults (Rantanen et al. 2012). To do this, we
sought a questionnaire that (1) would measure functioning of
hearing and speech perception in a variety of social situations
and environments relevant for older adults, (2) would measure
the socio-emotional consequences of hearing difficulties in
these situations, (3) would be quick to complete, (4) could be
equally used for listeners with and without hearing aids, and
(5) would generate data usable in parametric analyses, that is
have a fairly large range of response categories. The table in
Supplement Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/
A463, compares some of the questionnaires popular within the
fields of audiology and hearing science with regard to these
requirements and shows that none of the existing questionnaires
fulfilled all our requirements.
Consequently, we developed a 16-question self-report instrument, which assesses, on an 11-point scale (0 to 10), perceived
functioning in everyday communication situations, localization
abilities important for public spaces, and socio-emotional consequences of perceived functional limitations of hearing and
that could be used for listeners with and without hearing aids.
The questions were loosely based on a collection of items from
the APHAB, SSQ, and HHIE but were adapted in three important ways: (1) some questions were modified to better reflect
the respondents’ cultural reality; (2) all questions were translated into Finnish; and (3) the range of response categories was
increased. The translation into Finnish was completed by the
native Finnish-speaking authors. The questionnaire was called
“Hearing in Real-Life Environments” (HERE).
Although development and translation of the HERE questionnaire predated the recent publication of guidelines for translating and adapting hearing-related questionnaires for different
languages and cultures (Hall et al. 2018) by several years, we
are pleased that our translation and adaptation process conformed to the guidelines. This was made easier by the fact that
the differences in education, literacy, and culture were limited
between the populations on which questionnaires were based
that inspired some of the questions (US, UK) and the target
population for the HERE (Finnish). At the initial English-toFinnish translation and adaptation during the questionnaire
development stage, several English-Finnish bilingual (L1 Finnish) translators with a variety of expertise were involved.
Following its conception, the first step of validation was the
examination of its intended structure. This was done by Polku
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et al. (2018) using a population-based sample of communitydwelling older adults with and without hearing aids. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) revealed a three-factor structure
with an internal consistency (kappa coefficient) for all three
subscales of 0.89 to 0.96 (Polku et al. 2018). One of the original 16 questions (“I find traffic noises uncomfortably loud”)
showed weak loadings on all three factors and was subsequently
dropped.
Following this first assessment, a more thorough validation
of the questionnaire and in-depth assessment of its psychometric
characteristics was necessary to make the questionnaire useful
for a larger audience. The details of this validation process are
the topic of this article. We based our assessment on the COSMIN guidelines (Mokkink et al. 2010) because they give clear
recommendations for how to evaluate the measurement properties of health-related patient-reported outcomes by specifying
six categories (Points) of assessment: (1) structural validity; (2)
internal consistency; (3) test–retest reliability; (4) measurement
error; (5) hypothesis testing; (6) cross-cultural validity. Questionnaire evaluation was carried out using two samples. First,
the Finnish sample (subsequently called LISPE) was the same
as that used by Polku et al. (2018) but limited to non-hearing
aid wearers. The sample was further limited in some analyses
by only including those non-hearing aid wearers whose hearing
sensitivity thresholds were known (LISPE2). The second sample
was a sample collected in the United Kingdom (subsequently
called UK sample). Again, differences in education and literacy
between source (Finland) and target (UK) populations were limited, and thus translation was fairly straightforward. In the backtranslation into English, both Finnish-English bilingual speakers
and English speakers with clinical and research expertise were
included and checked for adequacy of translation and concepts.
Whenever possible, parallel analyses were conducted in both
samples and results compared between them. Table 1 details
which analysis methods were used to investigate each aspect of
methodological quality and which sample was used.
In a first step, we reexamined the factor structure found by
Polku et al. (2018) because we could not assume that the structure would remain unchanged when hearing aid wearers were
removed from the sample. We then compared the questionnaire
structure obtained for the Finnish sample to that of the UK sample, which was smaller and which differed in hearing loss, social
participation, and cultural background. Doing this allowed us
to assess to what extent the questionnaire shows a comparable
internal structure across participant groups in general (Point
1) and across cultures in particular (Point 6). One advantage
of the smaller UK sample was that we could collect additional
self-report and behavioral measures. This in turn allowed us to
investigate the construct validity of the HERE questionnaire by
understanding how a particular questionnaire relates to other
measures that are commonly used in the field (Point 5) such as
PTA (calculated here as best-ear average, BEA), the score from
the SSQ speech perception subscale (SSQspeech), and behavioral
estimates of speech perception in noise. Using self-report and
behavioral measures as comparison data helped us to avoid
undue influence from method variance (Campbell & Fiske
1959). We either kept the assessment method between measures
identical by comparing HERE questionnaire with the SSQspeech
or kept the complexity of the listening situation similar by comparing the HERE with behaviorally assessed speech intelligibility of sentences in noise.
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TABLE 1. Datasets and analysis approaches used to investigate each COSMIN (Consensus-based Standards for the Selection of
Health Measurement Instruments) criterion
COSMIN Criteria
1. Structural validity
2. Internal consistency
3. Test–retest reliability
4. Measurement error
5. Hypothesis testing: relationships with
other measures that are commonly
used in the field

6. Cross-cultural validity

Dataset Used

Analysis Approach

LISPE and UK
LISPE and UK
UK
UK
LISPE2 and UK: relationships with
age and BEA
UK: relationship with behavioral speech
perception in noise and self-reported
speech perception (SSQspeech)
LISPE, LISPE2, and UK

Exploratory factor analysis
Cronbach’s α
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
Standard error of measurement (SEM)
Linear regression analysis
Pearson product–moment correlation

Comparison across samples of different cultures

BEA, best-ear average; LISPE, Life-Space Mobility in Older Age study; LISPE2, subsample of LISPE with available BEA data; SSQ, Speech Spatial Qualities of Hearing scale; UK, United
Kingdom sample.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
LISPE Sample
Participants • The sample was recruited as part of the
“Life-space mobility in old Age” (LISPE) project, a Finnish
population-based 2-year prospective cohort study of community-dwelling older adults for which study design and methods have been reported elsewhere (Rantanen et al. 2012). The
present analysis uses cross-sectional data gathered in the second follow-up. Briefly, at baseline, a random sample of 2550
older community-dwelling persons between 75 and 90 years
of age was drawn from the Finnish national population register. Of those, 2269 were contacted by letter or telephone to
check willingness and eligibility to participate based on the
following inclusion criteria: (1) community-dwelling in the
study area, and (2) able to understand questions and provide
clear answers. Hearing status was not a participation criterion.
As a result, a total of 848 older adults were included in the first
stage of the study and participated in the baseline interviews,
conducted in their homes in the first half of 2012. The followup consisted of a telephone interview and a postal questionnaire, conducted 2 years after the baseline measurements, in
2014. Seven hundred sixty-one people participated in this
follow-up. Of those, 712 participants returned the postal questionnaire, which included the HERE and questions on quality of life, mood, and mobility. They form the analytic sample
in this study (termed LISPE sample hereafter). Those who
declined tended to be older, more often lived with a spouse or
others, more often perceived their health as poor or very poor,
perceived more difficulties with outdoor mobility, and moved
outdoors less often than those who participated in the study.
While no information on their hearing was available, it is possible that they also had poorer hearing on average than those
who participated. For more detailed information on participant attrition in this and the following sample, see Rantanen et
al. (2012) and Polku et al. (2018).
In addition, a random sample of 230 older adults was drawn
from the original LISPE baseline cohort in January 2014 and
screened for eligibility and willingness to participate in assessments of physical performance, cognition, and sensory functions using the same inclusion criteria as applied to the original
sample. A total of 169 people (of whom 161 also returned the
questionnaire) agreed to participate in the substudy, and audiometric measurements were conducted for 168 (termed LISPE2

hereafter) in their homes during the spring of 2014. Those who
did not agree to participate (n = 34) were of the same age
(82.6 versus 82.7 years) and had similar sex distribution (65%
versus 63% women) to those who participated. A subgroup of
those who had declined participation but had answered the HERE
(n = 25) had similar self-reported hearing according to Question 1 of the HERE (median 2 versus 3, p = 0.264) to those
who agreed to participate in LISPE2. Hence, while participants in the LISPE sample are likely to be better functioning
on average than the whole target population, participants of
LISPE2 are likely to be a good representation of the LISPE
population.
Thus, while the original study sample supplied questionnaire
data only, the second, smaller sample supplied audiometric data
in addition to the questionnaire data they had supplied as part of
Finnish LISPE sample. Because the data of the Finnish sample
were to be compared with a UK sample of participants explicitly selected to exclude hearing aid users, only data from Finnish
participants who indicated that they did not own a hearing aid
will be considered in this article. This further reduced the sample size in the whole LISPE sample to n = 581 and in LISPE2 to
n = 129. Sample characteristics including age and gender of the
whole LISPE sample and the LISPE2 subsample are given in
Table 2. The age difference between the overall LISPE sample
and its subsample (LISPE2) was not significant.
The LISPE project and its substudy were approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Jyväskylä. Participants were
informed about the project and signed a written consent form.
Materials
HERE Questionnaire • Self-reported hearing ability was
assessed using the HERE questionnaire. The questionnaire
assesses perceived difficulty and resulting socio-emotional
consequences of communicating in situations potentially relevant for older adults. The questionnaire is designed to measure perceived functioning for three aspects of listening: (1)
listening to speech in a variety of situations and environments,
(2) locating sound in space, (3) the consequences of hearing
impairment for emotional well-being and social participation.
Originally, the questionnaire contained 16 questions; however,
one (“I find traffic noises uncomfortably loud”) was dropped
after Polku et al’s (2018) original analysis. All questions were
answered by choosing a number between 0 and 10 corresponding to the participant’s perceived hearing ability in the particular
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TABLE 2. Demographic information on gender and age of the LISPE, LISPE2, and UK samples

LISPE sample
LISPE2 sample
UK sample

Age

BEA

n

Gender (M/F)
(%)

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

581
129
50

37/63
36/64
44/56

82
82
69

4.0
4.2
6.4

76–91
76–91
61–86

NA
39
20

11
9.9

16–64
5–46

Also given are the best-ear averages (BEA) when pure-tone audiometry was available.
LISPE, Life-Space Mobility in Old Age; M, mean; M/F, male/female; n, number of participants; SD, standard deviation.

situation. Higher scores indicated poorer performance or more
difficulty. Numbers were presented along a continuum below
each question. Additionally, above the extremes (0 and 10), a
verbal description was provided (e.g., 0 = no difficulty at all,
10 = very difficult). Given that hearing status was not an exclusion criterion to participate in the original study (Rantanen et al.
2012), the questionnaire needed to be applicable to both hearing
aid wearers and non-hearing aid wearers. For participants who
used a hearing aid, two separate answers were required for each
item: without hearing aid (A) and with hearing aid (B), following methodology originally developed for the APHAB (Cox &
Alexander 1995).
One item of the socio-emotional scale, Q8 “I need help from
other people because of my hearing difficulty,” was erroneously
not translated into English and was therefore missing from the
English version of the questionnaire. To account for this difference, all analyses of LISPE and LISPE2 excluded Q8. The
absence of the question is indicated by the retention of the original numbering. Hence, after accounting for the missing question, 14 questions from the HERE questionnaire were included
in all further analyses.
Procedure
Pure-Tone Audiometry • Hearing was assessed only for the
smaller random sub-sample (LISPE2). Pure-tone air conduction
thresholds were measured at octave frequencies between 0.125
and 8 kHz in the participants’ homes using pure-tone screening audiometry (Oscilla USB-330, Inmedico A/S, Denmark)
and Peltor noise reducing headphones with a noise reduction
rating of 21 dB SPL. Both ears were measured separately. Hearing thresholds were estimated using the automatic HughsonWestlake protocol in which two out of three correct answers
determined the lowest sound intensity the subject is able to hear.
The maximum sound intensity was 90 dB SPL. If the participant could not hear this intensity, 100 dB SPL was recorded as
the hearing threshold. The audiometry data were automatically
stored on a personal computer. PTAs of the octave frequencies
between 0.25 and 8 kHz were calculated separately for each ear
as an arithmetic mean over all measured frequencies. The mean
interaural difference between the two ears was 7.6 dB (range:
0 to 45; SD = 8.0). When hearing thresholds were included as
part of subsequent analyses, the lower average of the two ears,
the BEA, was used. Its group statistics are reported in Table 2.
HERE Questionnaire • The questionnaire, plus instructions about how to complete it, was posted to participants of
the Finnish study as part of a larger selection of questionnaires.

UK Sample
Participants • The UK sample consisted of n = 50 older community-dwelling adults who had responded to an advertisement

for a study investigating age-related changes in speech-in-noise
perception. The data were part of a bigger experimental study
that investigated the contributions of auditory and cognitive factors to behavioral and self-reported aspects of speech-in-noise
perception. Only behavioral and self-reported aspects of speech
perception and hearing sensitivity will be discussed here. None
of the unreported results relate to the topics discussed in this article. Potential participants were screened for hearing, language
status, and neurological function, and the following inclusion
criteria were used: (1) over 60 years of age; (2) native English
speakers; (3) absence of neurological disorders and psychoactive medication; and (4) no hearing aid use. Participant characteristics of the sample are reported in Table 2. Participants
came in for two testing sessions, typically about 1 week apart,
in which auditory and cognitive functioning as well as speech
perception were measured in a number of tasks. The HERE
questionnaire was usually completed in the first testing session
as part of a number of questionnaires, which also included the
speech section of the SSQ. Pure-tone audiometry was also completed during the first visit. Speech perception measures were
acquired during both visits. Ethical approval was obtained from
the University of Nottingham School of Psychology (Ref 464).
All participants were informed about the study, signed a consent
form, and were paid an inconvenience allowance of £7.50/hour.
The age difference between the UK sample and LISPE
samples was significant (t(52.3) = 13.4 (equal variances not
assumed), p < 0.001), with participants in the UK sample being
significantly younger than their Finnish counterparts. The gender distribution between the samples did not systematically vary
(χ2 = 0. 87, p =0.352).
Materials
HERE Questionnaire • As the questionnaire was originally
developed for use in a Finnish study, its questions were translated into English for use in the UK study by a team of Finnish
and native English speakers, most of whom were part of the
HEARATTN consortium (Heinrich et al. 2016a).
SSQspeech Questionnaire • The Speech section of the SSQ
questionnaire (Gatehouse & Noble 2004) was administered. It
contains a section of 14 questions dedicated to speech perception
in a variety of situations. These situations include speech perception in conversational and nonconversational settings (radio/
TV), the use of visual information, and listening situations that
are similar in their conversational setting but differ in acoustic
parameters (one or several background talkers, voices with similar or different pitches). This is in contrast to the HERE whose
speech perception section only comprises seven questions and
only enquires about conversational settings. Nevertheless, given
that both questionnaires assess aspects of speech perception, we
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assume that the scales are similar enough to expect a significant
correlation between scores within the same person.
Speech Perception • We measured speech perception
behaviorally by asking UK participants to listen to and repeat
short sentences presented in background noise. Accuracy of
detection of the final word of each sentence was the variable of
interest. Stimuli were 112 sentences from a recently developed
sentence test (Heinrich et al., unpublished). This test, chiefly
developed to test the effect of semantic predictability on speech
perception, contained sentence pairs with identical final (target)
words but differing preceding sentence bases. The sentence
bases were chosen in such a way that the (identical) final word
in one sentence was highly predictable from the preceding context while in the other sentence of the pair was less predictable
(e.g., “We’ll never get there at this rate” versus “He’s always
had it at this rate”). Only one sentence of each pair, either the
high- or low-predictability version, was heard by a single participant. Half the sentences heard by each participant were the
less predictable sentence of each pair and half were the more
predictable sentence. All sentences were presented in speechmodulated noise derived from the input spectrum of the sentences. Half of all sentences were presented at a signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of −4 dB and half at an SNR of −7 dB.
Procedure
Pure-Tone Audiometry • In the UK sample, pure-tone air
conduction thresholds were measured across the same range of
frequencies as was used in the LISPE2 sample, namely, octave
frequencies between 0.125 and 8 kHz. Measurements were
taken as part of the first of two visits to the hearing laboratory
at the Medical Research Council Institute of Hearing Research
in Nottingham. Testing was carried out in a double-wall soundattenuating booth (Industrial Acoustics Company, Winchester,
UK) using an Interacoustics Audiometer AT235 (Interacoustics,
Middelfart, Denmark) and TDH39P headphones (Telephonics,
Farmingdale, NY). Both ears were measured separately; the
Hughson-Westlake protocol was implemented manually and
followed the recommendations of the British Society of Audiology (2011). Again, the maximum sound intensity was 90 dB
SPL, and if the participant could not hear this intensity, 100
dB SPL was recorded as the hearing threshold. The PTAs were
calculated separately for each ear as an arithmetic mean over
0.25 and 8 kHz. On average, interaural differences were 4.5
dB in this group (range: 0 to 29; SD = 4.9). The lower of the
two PTAs per ear is reported as BEA in Table 2. The difference
in BEA between the LISPE2 and UK samples was significant
(t (177) = 10.6, p < 0.001), with the UK sample having lower
thresholds on average.
HERE Questionnaire • Participants filled in the HERE
questionnaire twice: initially as part of a larger number of questionnaires during the first of two behavioral testing sessions, and
again when asked to repeat the questionnaire either during laboratory visits in the context of other studies or as part of a postal
follow-up. The mean time interval between the test and retest
was 158 (SD = 94) days.
SSQspeech • The speech section of the SSQ (first 14 questions) was filled in as part of a larger number of questionnaires
during the first of two behavioral testing sessions.
Speech Perception • Testing was carried out in the same
double-walled sound-attenuated chamber that was used for the
audiometric testing, but using Sennheiser HD280 headphones. All

testing was in the left ear only. As the study consisted of two visits
around 1 week apart, the speech perception task was tested in the
first session for half of the participants and in the second session
for the other half. The overall presentation level of the target stimuli
was individually adjusted to be 30 dB above each listener’s speech
reception threshold (dB sensation level). This was done to partially
account for differences in hearing level. Sentences were presented
in blocks of high/low predictability and high/low SNR, with block
presentation counterbalanced across participants. The 13 sentences
within each block were randomized. For the purpose of the current
study, the intelligibility scores for both types of sentences and both
types of SNR were averaged to create a single score. Testing was
self-paced. Speech perception scores were “rationalized” arcsine
(RAU)-transformed (Studebaker 1985) to linearize the s-shaped
psychometric function of normal speech perception.

Data Analysis
Mplus version 7 was used for the exploratory factor and
regression analyses. (Muthén & Muthén 1998–2010). IBM SPSS
Statistics 22 (SPSS Inc. 2013) was used for computing Cronbach’s α, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), standard error
of measurement (SEM), and various Pearson product–moment
correlations. In all cases, descriptive results of each sample are
presented first and comparisons between samples second. As the
main intention of the study was to validate the HERE questionnaire following the COSMIN criteria, the criterion assessed by
a particular analysis and the sample on which the analysis was
performed are given in brackets (see also Table 1).
Questionnaire Structure (COSMIN Points 1, 2, and 6;
LISPE and UK Samples) • We used censoring as a technique
to model variables with floor effects. In a first step we explored
the number of non-noise factors using Cattell screen plots and
parallel analysis. Parallel analysis is a simulation technique to
determine non-noise factor number (Horn 1965), which we had
adapted for censored variables. Both of these analyses indicated
that there were three non-noise eigenvalues in the LISPE data
and one in the UK data. Because of large structural similarities
across the two data sets, we nevertheless extracted three factors
for both localities to enable cross-locality comparisons. Thus,
for the UK data, some overfitting may have occurred.
We then analyzed the structure of the hearing questionnaire
using an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) appropriate for multivariate censored data and likelihood-based inference (Kamakura & Wedel 2001) and an oblique GEOMIN rotation of the
solution (Muthén & Muthén 1998–2010). EFA is a commonly
employed technique to test the construct validity of a questionnaire (Bolarinwa, 2015). Using an oblique rotation allows for
correlations between factors. Missing data were assumed to
have been generated by the missing-at-random mechanism.
This missing data mechanism is accounted for by the construction of the fitting function for the weighted least square parameter estimator (WLSMV) estimator (to be used in the regression
analyses) in the Mplus software. More detailed information
on the WLSMV estimator can be found in Supplement Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A464. Estimating factors using this modeling strategy enabled us to include
partial response patterns and to only exclude respondents from
the analysis when all item scores were missing. As scree plots
and parallel analysis indicated three non-noise factors, a threefactor solution was requested in the EFA.
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Following best practice guidelines for EFA, two measures
of fit for the derived latent structure were calculated: (1) communality (Costello & Osborne 2005) and (2) Cronbach’s α
(Mokkink et al. 2010). Communality, calculated by subtracting the item residual variance from the observed item variance,
indicates the amount of variance accounted for in each item by
the three factors. Communality pertained to the questionnaire
items and spoke to the structural validity of the questionnaire
(COSMIN Point 1). Cronbach’s α measured the internal consistency of the items for the derived latent factor and spoke to the
question of internal validity (COSMIN Point 2). Additionally,
the factor structures obtained for the LISPE and UK samples
were compared qualitatively as a way to check for cross-cultural
validity and stability of questionnaire structure across samples
(COSMIN Point 6).
Two types of factor scores were calculated for each participant. First, individually weighted (also known as factorweighted) scores were calculated by summing the products
of respective factor loadings and all three standardized
observed item scores. This technique weighs the standardized item scores by the respective factor loading, thus giving more weight to items that load higher on the factor. Due
to the nature of the EFA, these loadings are specific to the
sample from which the factor structure is derived and may
not transfer to other samples. Therefore, we also calculated
unitary-weighted factors as an alternative measure. For this
type of scoring, the particular factor structure of the sample is
immaterial as all observed scores on a factor receive an identical weight, leading to an equally weighted average of questions for each factor. In contrast to the individually weighted
scoring scheme, where the loadings on all three factors are
taken into account for each question score, for unitaryweighted mean scores, an item is only included in the factor
for which the item had the strongest loading. (Note, however,
that this simplified loading structure does not remove any
measurement error from the observed scores.) Using unitary
loadings can greatly simplify the understanding of the factor analysis because as long as the general factor structure of
the questionnaire is replicable across samples, small differences in factor loadings between samples are inconsequential
(Floyd & Widaman 1995; Akeroyd et al. 2014). Therefore,
unitary-weighted scores were used in regression analyses. In
all regression analyses, BEA and the unitary-weighted scores
for one of the three latent factors were entered simultaneously
into the model.
Test Validity and Reliability (COSMIN Points 3 and 4;
UK Sample) • For estimation of test–retest reliability of the
HERE in the UK sample, we calculated ICC for each of the
three factors and for the total score following the procedure by
Weir (2005). To decide which type of ICC was appropriate for
the current data set, we first tested whether a significant difference existed between the first and second assessment round
by conducting a series of paired t tests for each factor and the
overall score. As no difference was detected in any of the t tests
(mean differences from −0.19 to 0.16, p from 0.272 to 0.626),
we used ICC3,1 that assumes (1) no systematic differences or
error (consistency), (2) participant scores are available for all
rounds (two-way model), (3) a fixed model (no attempt to generalize the results beyond the confines of the study), and (4) a
single score for each subject for each round (Weir 2005). The
formula is as follows:

ICC3,1 =
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MSS − MSE
MSS + ( k − 1) MSE

where MS refers to mean square, subscript S refers to betweensubjects error and subscript E to within-subject error. The mean
squares were obtained from analysis of variance tables using SPSS.
We also calculated the SEM and minimal difference (MD)
for the test–retest data. SEM indicates the absolute magnitude
of trial-to-trial noise in the data, that is, the “typical error” that
is expected for an individual (Hopkins 2000; Weir 2005). While
ICC is unitless, SEM has the same units as the measurement.
SEM is also considered to be independent of the study sample
(i.e., not affected by between-subjects variability; Nunnally &
Bernstein 1994). The SEM is calculated as follows:
SEM s = SD 1 − ICC
where SD is the standard deviation of the scores from all
participants and SEMs is the standard error in estimating the
observed scores. However, more interesting is the question of
within which boundaries the true scores lie. The SEMts as the
basis for 95% confidence intervals provides this information
and is calculated as
SEM ts = SD ICC (1 − ICC)
Finally, we wanted to define the smallest difference/change in
the scale that can be considered as a real difference (with 95%
confidence) in individual scores. Such minimal difference is
calculated as
MD = SEM ×1.96 × 2
and indicates the minimum amount by which the scores needs
to change for a change to be considered real. For a more detailed
discussion of ICC, SEM, and MD, see Weir (2005).
Association Between Questionnaire and Other Measures
(COSMIN Point 5; LISPE2 and UK Samples) • We assessed
the relationship of the HERE to other measures by relating
questionnaire scores to BEA, the speech scale of the SSQ, and
a number of speech-in-noise measures.
The relationship with BEA was explored in a series of regression analyses, with perceived hearing as the dependent variable
and measured hearing sensitivity and age as independent predictors. Left censoring of the items was taken into account by
the “censored below” option and regression coefficients were
estimated using the WLSMV (Muthén et al., Reference Note 1).
Regression analyses were run separately for LISPE2 and UK
samples, and their regression coefficients were compared using
the rescaled difference chi-square test of Satorra (2000). This
procedure compares a model in which the regression models
are fixed as equal between the samples (constrained) to a model
in which the regression parameters are free (unconstrained).
Note that this test is similar to the conventional likelihood ratio
test for testing model constraints, with the exception that it
enables such tests to be conducted on, for example, censored
variables. A chi-square p value <0.05 indicates that the constrained regression model fits the data significantly worse than
the unconstrained model. Adjustment for p values was made
by the false discovery rate correction function (Benjamini &
Hochberg 1995) implemented in the base package (stats) of the
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R programming environment (version 3.4.0). Note that the corrected p values are also called q values.
In addition to the regression analyses, in the UK sample,
Pearson product–moment correlations were calculated for
unitary-weighted HERE scores and unitary-weighted SSQspeech
scores and for unitary-weighted HERE scores and speech perception scores.

RESULTS
Questionnaire Scores
LISPE Sample • Although responding to all questions was
encouraged, questionnaires were not discarded for missing
responses to single questions. Missing response rates were
between 0.3% (n = 2, Q1) and 5.5% (n = 32, Q3). The mean
scores of the 14 questions varied between 0.9 and 3.1 points. In
most questions (9), the entire range of the response scale (0 to
10) was used.
UK Sample • No data were missing. The mean scores of the
questions varied between 1.3 and 3.5, but participants tended not
to use the full range of potential responses to answer questions:
for six questions, the response range was 0 to 7, for another five
it was 0 to 8. The remaining three questions used a range of 0-9.
A question-by-question comparison between the LISPE
and UK samples is provided in Supplement Digital Content 3,
http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A465, which shows largely comparable results, particularly when p values were false discovery
rate adjusted to account for multiple comparisons. In fact, only
the group difference in Q11 scores remained significant after
the adjustment. SD appeared to be slightly smaller for Q1 to Q6
and Q9 to Q11 in the UK sample, indicating a greater homogeneity of responses.

Exploratory Factor Analysis (COSMIN Point 1 and 2;
LISPE and UK Samples)
Factor Structure
LISPE Sample • An EFA with a pre-set three-factor structure on the results of the LISPE sample resulted in Q1 to Q7
loading highest on Factor 1, Q9 to Q11 on Factor 3, and Q12
to Q15 on Factor 2. The communality, which indicates the
proportion of variance accounted for by the three factors in
each item, varied between 0.67 (Q1) and 0.87 (Q14). These
results are all well above the suggested 0.4 cutoff of acceptable communality (Costello & Osborne 2005). Loadings of
each item on each factor as well as communality scores for
each item for the LISPE sample are presented in Supplement
Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A466. The
same information for the UK sample is presented in Supplement Digital Content 5, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A467.
A visual comparison between loadings for each question is
presented in Figure 1.
UK Sample • The EFA showed that Q1 to Q7 loaded highly
on Factor 1, Q9 to Q11 on Factor 3, and Q12 to Q15 on Factor 2,
with communality varying between 0.55 (Q2) and 0.98 (Q13),
again well above the cutoff for acceptable communality.
The biggest difference between the EFA solutions for the
two samples was that in the LISPE sample, each questionnaire
item loaded strongly only on one of the three factors. In contrast, in the UK sample, all but one questionnaire item (Q2)
in Factor 1 also showed a substantial secondary loading on

Fig. 1. Residual variances for each question (Q1–Q15) in exploratory factor
analysis in Life-Space Mobility in Old Age (LISPE) and UK samples.

another factor. In the case of Q3 to Q7, this secondary loading was on Factor 2, while for Q1 it was on Factor 3. None of
the items primarily loading on Factors 2 or 3 had significant
secondary loadings, thereby mirroring the LISPE results. The
factors differ in how well they represent the results of the two
samples. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows that the
residual variances of Q2 to Q6 for Factor 1 are lower in the
LISPE than in the UK sample, indicating that the latent Factor
1 explained a larger proportion of item variance in the LISPE
than in the UK sample for these items. For Q1, Q7, and Q11 to
Q13, the opposite was true. For the remaining items, residual
variances were roughly similar. Despite these differences and
the greater range in communality values, mean communalities
and thus the overall fit of the factor structure were very similar
between the two samples (LISPE, 0.79; UK sample, 0.79). In
concordance with Polku et al. (2018), the latent factors were
called “speech hearing”, “spatial hearing,” and “socio-emotional consequences”.
Factor Scores • For each participant, we calculated two types
of factor scores: individually weighted and unitary-weighted
factor scores. Summary statistics for each factor (products of
observed scores and unitary/individual weights) as well as for
the overall questionnaire score for unitary-weighted scores are
shown in Table 3.
LISPE Sample • Mean scores ranged between 1.1 and 2.6
points for unitary-weighted and 0.5 and 1.9 points for individually weighted scores. Both types of scores were closely related
across participants. Spearman correlation coefficients between
the speech hearing factor, on the one hand, and the spatial hearing factor or the socio-emotional consequences factor, on the
other hand, were 1.00, 0.94, and 0.98.
UK Sample • Mean scores ranged between 1.6 and 2.7
for the unitary-weighted and −0.4 and −0.2 for the individually weighted scores. Again, both types of scores were closely
related across participants, with Spearman correlation coefficients between the speech hearing factor, on the one hand, and
the spatial hearing factor or the socio-emotional consequences
factor, on the other hand, 0.98, 0.90, and 0.98.
A comparison of group means between the LISPE and UK
samples for unitary- and individually weighted scores showed
no systematic differences between groups once p values were
adjusted for false discovery rate. In the following, we will
restrict reporting to unitary-weighted scores because they are
more useful in cross-study comparisons.
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TABLE 3. Descriptive statistics for each of the three factor scores
Finnish LISPE Sample

Unit score
 SpeH
 SpatH
 SocE
 Overall
Ind score
 SpeH
 SpatH
 SocE

UK Sample

n

M

SD

Range

n

M

SD

Range

pa

Adjusted pb

535
550
549
523

2.6
2.1
1.1
2.1

2.2
1.9
1.6
1.8

0–8.7
0–10.0
0–9.3
0–8.4

50
50
50
50

2.3
2.7
1.6
2.2

1.8
1.7
2.1
1.7

0–7.9
0–6.3
0–7.5
0–7.4

0.572
0.007
0.473
0.251

0.806
0.070
0.733
0.599

523
523
523

0.55
0.5
1.9

3.7
2.1
2.3

−4.1 to 12
−2.0 to 8.8
−0.2 to 12

50
50
50

−0.4
−0.03
−0.2

3.4
3.0
5.3

−4.6 to 11
−4.6 to 7.0
−5.4 to 17

0.143
0.252
0.025

0.479
0.599
0.155

a
Chi-square test p value between a model allowing different means for the samples and a model restricting the means to be equal. p < 0.05 indicates that the restricted model fits the data
significantly worse.
b
Adjusted by false discovery rate correction (q value).
Unit score, unitary-weighted; M, mean; n, number of participants; SD, standard deviation; SocE, socio-emotional consequences; SpatH, spatial hearing; SpeH, speech hearing; ind score,
individually weighted.

The correlations between unitary-loaded factors are given
in Table 4. The results show two things. First, the correlations
among factors are big enough to merit the use of an oblique rotation for the EFA. Second, the correlations of the spatial hearing
factor with the speech hearing factor and the socio-emotional
consequences factor were fairly similar across samples and
indeed did not differ significantly (F3–F1, p = 0.49; F3–F2, p
= 0.73; Steiger 1980). Conversely, the correlation between the
socio-emotional consequences factor and the speech hearing
factor differed significantly between the LISPE and UK samples (p < 0.01), suggesting more shared variance between the
two factors in the LISPE than in the UK sample.

the formula assuming systematic error between the tests, yielded
similar results. SEM values, reflecting typical expected error of
the test score (SEMs) and true score (SEMts), were lowest for the
overall score and highest for the socio-emotional consequences
score. Finally, the minimal difference required for a change in
score to be meaningful varied between 2.35 points in the overall score and 3.29 points on the socio-emotional consequences
subscale.

Internal Consistency
LISPE Sample • Cronbach’s α was 0.96, 0.90, and 0.94 for
Factors 1 to 3, respectively.
UK Sample • Cronbach’s α was 0.95, 0.93, and 0.97,
respectively.
The results show that the consistency scores are uniformly
high for all three factors in both samples and well above the
suggested cutoff value of 0.90 (Streiner 2003; Tavakol & Dennick 2011).

HERE, BEA, and Age
LISPE2 • The relationship of the three HERE factors as well
as the overall HERE score (all unitary-weighted) to BEA and
age was explored in a set of regression analyses (Table 6). Also
considered was the relationship of Q1 to BEA and age on its own
because Q1 (“How is your hearing?”) is the direct self-report
equivalent of the objective PTA measure (from which BEA is
derived) and could be used on its own as a way to assess hearing
sensitivity in samples for which PTA cannot be assessed. To be
considered a significant predictor, the confidence interval of the
predictor must exclude zero. The results show that BEA predicted a significant proportion of individual variability across
all factors. It also predicted significant variance for the overall
score and Q1 on its own. Age, on the other hand, did not predict
a significant proportion of variance for any of the factors, overall score, or Q1. When computing the BEA as average of the

Test–Retest Reliability (COSMIN Points 3 and 4; UK
Sample)
Test–retest reliability was assessed by means of ICC3,1, SEM,
and MD estimates. These parameters could only be calculated
for the UK sample. The ICC, SEM, and MD values for the overall score and all three factor scores are presented in Table 5. ICC
values ranged between 0.80 (socio-emotional consequences
factor score) and 0.86 (overall score) and therefore satisfy test–
retest reliability criteria (Cicchetti 1994). ICC, calculated using

Hypothesis Testing: Testing the Relationship to Other
Measurement Instruments and to Age (COSMIN Point
5; LISPE2 and UK Samples)

TABLE 5. HERE questionnaire test–retest reliability measures
based on unitary-loaded mean factor scores (UK data)
Test 1

TABLE 4. GEOMIN factor correlations (SE) within the samples
LISPE Sample
SpatH
SocE

UK Sample

SpeH

SocE

SpeH

SocE

0.61 (0.06)
0.72 (0.07)

0.66 (0.05)

0.54 (0.08)
0.46 (0.10)

0.63 (0.05)

LISPE, Life-Space Mobility in Old Age; SocE, socio-emotional consequences; SpatH, spatial hearing; SpeH, speech hearing.

SpeH
SpatH
SocE
Overall

Test 2

M

SD

M

SD

ICC

SEMs

SEMts

MD

2.3
2.6
1.5
2.1

1.8
1.7
2.1
1.7

2.4
2.4
1.7
2.2

1.9
1.8
2.1
1.8

0.84
0.82
0.80
0.86

1.02
1.03
1.32
0.92

0.94
0.93
1.19
0.85

2.59
2.58
3.29
2.35

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; M, mean; MD, minimal difference; SD, standard
deviation; SEMs, standard error of measurement of the test score; SEMts, standard error
of measurement of the true score; SocE, socio-emotional consequences; SpatH, spatial
hearing; SpeH, speech hearing.
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TABLE 6. Regression models estimating the predictive effect of (i) better ear pure-tone average over frequencies 0.25–8 kHz (BEA) and
(ii) age for unitary-weighted HERE scores per factor and total unitary-weighted scores in the LISPE2 and UK sample
LISPE2 Sample

BEA
 SpeH
 SpatH
 SocE
 Overall
 Q1
Age
 SpeH
 SpatH
 SocE
 Overall
 Q1

UK Sample

B

95% CI

β

R2

B

95% CI

β

R2

χ2 pa

Adjusted pb

0.12
0.09
0.06
0.08
0.13

0.08–0.15
0.04–0.13
0.02–0.09
0.05–0.11
0.08–0.17

0.51
0.36
0.30
0.45
0.51

0.26
0.13
0.09
0.20
0.26

0.11
0.10
0.03
0.08
0.12

0.07–0.15
0.01–0.18
−0.01 to 0.07
0.04–0.12
0.07–0.16

0.57
0.31
0.18
0.46
0.56

0.33
0.10
0.03
0.21
0.31

0.808
0.376
0.812
0.928
0.695

0.917
0.648
0.917
0.928
0.898

0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.05

−0.01 to 0.09
−0.04 to 0.08
−0.03 to 0.07
−0.01 to 0.07
−0.01 to 0.11

0.07
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.07

0.005
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.005

0.07
0.04
−0.02
0.04
0.04

−0.01 to 0.15
−0.14 to 0.22
−0.09 to 0.05
−0.04 to 0.11
−0.05 to 0.12

0.23
0.09
−0.07
0.13
0.12

0.053
0.007
0.004
0.017
0.014

0.566
0.346
0.844
0.886
0.825

0.806
0.631
0.917
0.917
0.917

a
p Value from the likelihood ratio test for comparison between model allowing unequal regression coefficients between the samples and model that fixes regression coefficients to be equal
between the samples. p < 0.05 indicates that the fixed model fits the data significantly worse than the first model.
b
Adjusted by false discovery rate correction (q value).
B, unstandardized regression coefficient; β, standardized regression coefficient; BEA, better-ear pure-tone average; LISPE, Life-Space Mobility in Old Age; overall, score overall items; Q1,
Question 1 in HERE questionnaire “How is your hearing?”; R2, amount of variance accounted for by factor; SocE, socio-emotional consequences factor; SpatH, spatial hearing factor; SpeH,
speech hearing factor.

most speech-relevant frequencies only (0.5 to 4 kHz), the results
were very similar.
UK Sample • The results were very similar with one exception; BEA was not a significant predictor for the socio-emotional
consequences factor. All other result patterns concerning BEA
and age were as in the LISPE2 sample. The regression values
between the two samples were remarkably similar. Therefore, it
is not surprising that the chi-square tests showed no differences
between the two samples.
HERE and SSQspeech • In the UK sample only, we assessed construct validity by correlating the unitary-weighted scores of the
speech hearing factor of the HERE questionnaire (7 questions)
with the unitary-weighted scores of a comparable speech scale
of another questionnaire, in this case the speech scale of the SSQ
(14 questions). Note that the answer scales are reversed in the
two questionnaires, with 0 indicating no difficulty in the HERE
questionnaire and the highest degree of difficulty in the SSQ.
We are therefore expecting the correlation to be negative. The
Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient between the two
scales was −0.75 (p < 0.001), indicating high covariance between
responses to the speech-related questions in both questionnaires.
HERE and Speech Perception • Also in the UK sample, we
assessed the Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient
between the speech hearing factor of the HERE questionnaire
and the average intelligibility score of a set of 112 sentences presented in background noise. Note again that a negative correlation
between the two scores was to be expected as higher scores indicate
more difficulty in the questionnaire but better intelligibility in the
speech perception task. This correlation was −0.50 (p < 0.001). In
contrast, the correlation between the SSQspeech and the same speech
test was only r = 0.29 (p < 0.05), significantly lower according to
a direct comparison (p < 0.05; Steiger 1980). Q1 on its own correlated with the sentence intelligibility score at −0.43 (p < 0.05).

DISCUSSION
The psychometric quality of hearing-related questionnaires
is often insufficiently assessed. This puts the usability of a

questionnaire into serious doubt. COSMIN (Mokkink et al. 2010),
a four-round Delphi study, provides consensus-based standards that
health status measurement instruments need to fulfill to be deemed
useful. In this study, we aimed to demonstrate how the psychometric quality of a questionnaire can be evaluated by following the
COSMIN criteria. We do this by estimating the psychometric properties of the newly developed HERE questionnaire. By doing so,
we hope to provide a short and well-validated measurement instrument to those who wish to assess hearing function and its socioemotional consequences in social situations and environments.
In the following section, we will discuss each psychometric aspect suggested by COSMIN as essential for psychometric
validation. Because the comparison of two demographically
and culturally very different samples is a central aspect of this
study, intersample differences (COSMIN Point 6) are discussed
in relation to every other aspects of psychometric validity.

Structural Validity (COSMIN Points 1 and 2)
Questionnaire Scores • Questionnaire scores between the two
samples were broadly comparable. The only significant difference on the level of individual questions was greater reported
difficulty estimating direction and location of sound sources
in the UK sample (Q11). The absence of a difference between
samples in Q1 is somewhat unexpected given the demographic
differences between samples (the LISPE sample was on average 13 years older than the UK sample and had objectively
poorer hearing thresholds as reflected by higher BEA scores)
and given that objective (BEA) and subjective (Q1) assessment
of hearing sensitivity was correlated in the two samples (0.51
in the LISPE and 0.56 in the UK sample). It would have been
reasonable to expect LISPE participants to report more subjective difficulty with hearing. In a similar vein, despite objectively poorer hearing for the Finnish participants, they did not
perceive themselves as any more impaired on various aspects
of speech perception and, possibly as a consequence, did not
perceive themselves as suffering disproportionately from socioemotional consequences of their objective hearing loss.
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A number of interpretations are possible for this result. One
concerns the changing relationship of age with stigma. Erler and
Garstecki (2002) showed that stigma related to hearing loss was
perceived as higher among younger (35 to 45 and 55 to 65) than
older women (75 to 85). Possibly, then, the comparatively fewer
negative socio-emotional consequences of their objectively
poorer hearing were due to the reduced stigmatization of their
hearing loss in the older adults in the LISPE group. Another
possible interpretation is a response shift adjustment for the
older group as suggested by Treadwell and Lenert’s (1999)
Prospect Theory. This theory posits two tenets: first, a worsening health status leads to a decrease in perceived health, which
is first steep and then levels off as the decline continues; second,
their current health status provides an individual with a reference point for their standard of health, and people with poorer
health (in this case hearing loss) tend to have a lower standard
for good health than people with better health (i.e., those with
minimal hearing loss). This change in standard, called response
shift (Howard 1980), occurs when a person has become accustomed to their permanent health change (Treadwell & Lenert
1999). A response shift typically has two consequences: first,
it underestimates the measured phenomenon; second, it adjusts
the gap between the perceived optimal and present state based
on the permanently reduced health state. In the case of hearing,
it would mean that the same amount of hearing loss leads to
greater perceived difficulties in people who have not yet experienced the response shift due to a more recent onset of their hearing loss. Often, these people will also be younger. Empirical
evidence for this interpretation is provided by Gordon-Salant
et al. (1994) who found that younger (<40 years) persons with
hearing loss reported more hearing disability (HHIE) than
older persons with similar audiograms. Hence, by comparison, the psychosocial effects of hearing difficulties are rated as
less severe in the group that has experienced the response shift
(older adults). In the current study, this would mean that the
older adults in the LISPE sample have experienced the response
shift and as a consequence rate their psychosocial effects no
differently to the less impaired group.
The only significant difference in scores between samples
in the study were the higher scores for perceived difficulty of
spatial hearing in the UK compared to LISPE sample. This was
despite UK participants having objectively better hearing both
in terms of better overall sensitivity and lower interaural differences. Moreover, the subjective difficulties in the UK sample
were entirely unrelated to hearing sensitivity, both overall (BEA)
and in terms of interaural differences. In contrast, the LISPE2
sample showed significant correlations between the response
to Q9 to Q11 and interaural differences (Spearman r = 0.20 to
0.24). The correlations indicated that greater interaural differences were associated with greater difficulty in spatial hearing.
Hence, as LISPE participants had greater interaural differences,
they should have rated their spatial hearing as poorer than UK
participants. We interpret these results again in the context of
Prospect Theory and assume that the older LISPE2 participants
might have experienced a shift in reference point, and this shift
might have been more pronounced for listeners with worse
hearing and greater interaural differences.
In terms of why UK participants had slightly higher scores
for Q9 to Q11, it is possible that the UK participants, who were
also younger, enjoyed better mobility and more physical activity
outdoors, which in turn enabled them to enter more situations
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that required good spatial auditory functioning and made difficulties more noticeable. This potential difference between
samples is supported by the location in which the testing was
accomplished: UK participants were required to travel to the
laboratory to take part in the study, while the LISPE participants were tested in their homes, and thus the sample included
participants with limitations in outdoor mobility. Potentially, the
inclusion of questions designed to assess hearing in situations
which required outdoor mobility may have highlighted differences between samples.
Factor Modeling • In the present study, we showed the internal structure of the HERE to be similar for cohorts from two
different countries, Finland and the United Kingdom. In both
samples, Q1 to Q7 loaded highly on the speech hearing factor,
Q9 to Q11 on the spatial hearing factor, and Q12 to Q15 on the
socio-emotional consequences factor. In contrast to the Finnish
sample, the smaller UK sample showed substantial secondary
loadings on another factor for all but one question (Q2) on the
Speech Hearing factor (Factor1). For Q1, the secondary loading was with spatial hearing, which may indicate how important spatial hearing was to the UK sample when evaluating their
overall hearing ability. For Q3 to Q7, the secondary loadings
were with the socio-emotional consequence factor, indicating
how perceived difficulties in speech perception were closely
linked to socio-emotional consequences.
While the overall fit of the factor structure as assessed by
communality values was comparable for the two samples, the
fit of individual factors varied. Specifically, the speech hearing
factor seemed to have less residual variability, that is, a better
fit in the LISPE than in the UK sample. Conversely, the spatial
hearing and socio-emotional consequences factors appeared
to fit equally well in both samples as indicated by similar factor weights, communalities, and residual variances. Generally,
however, it is remarkable how similar the relationship between
surface questions and latent factors was in the two samples
despite differences in hearing sensitivity, culture, and activity.
This similarity of factor structure is further substantiated by a
previous study by Polku et al. (2018), who confirmed the same
factor structure for a sample of Finnish participants that consisted of both hearing aid users and non-hearing aid users and
that used best-hearing score (with or without a hearing aid) as
the hearing variable input for an EFA. All of these results suggest that the questionnaire items measure similar underlying
concepts in these two populations. Because subtle differences
in internal factor structure might exist due to the particular
makeup of a sample or subtle changes introduced by the translation between languages, we used unitary-weighted scores. As
unitary-weighted scores do not mitigate against measurement
error, they provide no guarantee that the similarities of factor
structures between samples relate to hearing dimensions; alternatively, they could relate to similarities based on other sources.
Internal Consistency • The internal consistency of the three
factors was uniformly high across both samples, indicating high
inter-item covariances, which makes it probable that the questions assigned to a factor assessed the same underlying concept.

Test–Retest Reliability and Measurement Error
(COSMIN Points 3 and 4)
ICC ranged between 0.80 and 0.86 for all three factors and
the overall score, which according to Cicchetti (1994) indicates
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excellent test–retest reliability. These high values are particularly remarkable given the longtime interval between test and
retest (mean of 184 days). Such a longtime interval reduces the
likelihood of responses being recalled from the first test rather
than being reassessed at the time of retesting, a concern that may
be present when the time interval is very short. We also found
no evidence of a systematic change in scores in our rather long
test interval, which raises the possibility that this questionnaire
could be suitable for intervention monitoring as its scoring is
stable over time. However, whether the HERE questionnaire is
sensitive to change over time remains to be investigated in future
studies. Our results are comparable to the test–retest reliability
of other questionnaires. For instance, a test–retest ICC of 0.85
in a one-way random analysis was found by Tomioka et al. for
the HHIE-S in a Japanese cohort of older adults (Tomioka et al.
2013). Weinstein et al. (2015) found a test–retest ICC of 0.99 in
an Arabic version of the HHIE-S; however, they did not report
which ICC formula they used. The exceptionally high ICC may
be explained by the very short time interval, 1 hour, between the
tests, where it is possible that participants recalled their answers
to the first test rather than freshly assessing their hearing ability in
the retest setting. Finally, Singh and Pichora-Fuller (2010) found
ICCs between 0.65 and 0.83 for the SSQ questionnaire, with the
highest correlations restricted to situations where an interview
method was used at both test times. Other studies have either
used Pearson product–moment correlation coefficients instead
of ICCs (Weinstein et al. 1986; Lichtenstein et al. 1988; Newman et al. 1991) or have not reported which correlation coefficient they used (Noble et al. 2012; correlation coefficient 0.54);
this makes it difficult to compare them to the present study, as
it has been shown that the formula used may have considerable
effect on the magnitude of the ICC (Moulin et al. 2015).
We assessed the standard error of measurement as a way to
estimate the minimum difference in score needed for a change
to be meaningful for an individual. This minimum difference
varied between 2.4 and 3.3 points between scales. Given how
stable the HERE score are across time when measured without intervention, the knowledge of the minimum difference is a
potentially useful piece of information as it provides a target for
score change over time due to intervention.

The Relationship to Other Measurement Instruments
(COSMIN Point 5)
We tested the predictive value of age and hearing sensitivity for HERE scores. A set of regression analyses showed that,
despite differences in age and hearing level (BEA) between the
groups, the predictive relationship between these two variables
and either factor or total HERE scores was very similar for the
two samples, suggesting that the questionnaire is not responsive
to age-related differences and shows the same relationship to
hearing sensitivity regardless of differences in hearing level. In
the case of age, no predictive relationship was found for either
sample. In the case of hearing level, HERE scores were significantly associated with behaviorally measured hearing sensitivity
(BEA) in both samples and explained about 20% of variability
overall. This compares well with the finding by Chang et al.
(2009) that 27% of variance in the HHIE-S was explained by
BEA (0.5 to 4 kHz) but is substantially lower than the result
obtained in a Japanese study (Tomioka et al. 2013), where BEA
(0.5 to 4kHz) explained 48% of the variance in HHIE-S.

We also investigated the relationship between BEA and Q1
on its own because the question represents the clearest equivalence between subjectively assessed hearing function and BEA.
Surprisingly, the correlation between BEA and perceived hearing was almost identical regardless of whether the perceived
hearing score was based on the one question “How is your
hearing?” or a range of questions aimed at assessing hearing
across a variety of situations. This result suggests that if a study
is looking to include self-report questions as a proxy measure
of hearing, Q1 on its own would be as appropriate as including
all seven questions of the speech hearing factor.
We also assessed the relationship of the HERE to other
measures that assess speech perception, specifically to one selfreport (SSQSpeech subscale) and one behavioral (intelligibility of
sentences in noise) measurement. We found a high correlation
with the SSQSpeech subscale, suggesting that both self-report
measures assess a similar construct. Regarding the behavioral
measure, we found a moderately high correlation (r = −0.50)
between the HERE’s speech hearing factor and the speech intelligibility measure. Note that this correlation was significantly
higher than the correlation between the SSQSpeech subscale and
the intelligibility measure, making the HERE potentially more
useful as a substitute for a behavioral speech-in-noise perception test. This result also suggests that the variance which connects the HERE’s speech hearing scores and SSQSpeech scores
is not driven by a shared variance with the speech-in-noise
measure.
Q1 on its own showed a somewhat lower correlation to
speech perception than the combined speech hearing score of
the HERE. Researchers looking for a proxy measure of speech
perception might have to choose between a more accurate representation of behavioral speech perception using seven questions
or a faster but less accurate assessment using Q1 only (for similar results see also Nondahl et al. 1998; Salonen et al. 2011).

Usability
Its brevity, good test–retest reliability, and high correlation
with a behavioral speech-in-noise perception measure make the
HERE questionnaire useable for a range of applications. We
successfully used the HERE in a population-based cohort study
where questionnaires were administered via postal mailing without any need for supervision. The questionnaires, when returned,
had been filled in correctly, despite some missing responses.
Hence, the HERE questionnaire can be used even in large surveys.
The use of a numeric response scale, in contrast to a threeresponse categories scale which leads most people to choose
“sometimes” or “some difficulty,” provided sufficient variability
in the responses to conduct advanced statistical analyses. Based
on previous research (Akeroyd et al. 2014) which showed that a
continuous scale would not have added value by producing continuous data, because respondents tend to choose integers on a
continuous scale, we chose a numeric rating scale. The distribution of the responses showed left censoring which needed to be
taken into account in the statistical analyses. This is also likely
to be the case in other hearing questionnaires when applied in
nonpatient populations (although most studies do not describe
the distribution). The HERE questionnaire makes it possible
to compare hearing with and without a hearing aid in hearing
aid users, and it is possible to analyze “best hearing” in cohort
studies (i.e., hearing with or without a hearing aid, whichever is
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better). We believe that this reflects hearing in everyday situations, as people are likely to use hearing aids primarily in situations in which they experience benefit from the aid. Through
its explicit link between behavioral and self-report measures of
speech perception, this study demonstrates how experimental
studies aiming to understand mechanisms underlying speech
perception can be related to large-scale epidemiological studies
that investigate speech perception in the real world.
Because in the context of the current study none of the existing hearing questionnaires satisfied all five inclusion criteria,
we designed a new questionnaire and validated it using the
COSMIN criteria. We do not wish to claim that the HERE is
more useful than any of the other popularly used questionnaires.
Rather, we wish to make the point that regardless of whether a
questionnaire is old or new, it needs to be validated concerning
all COSMIN criteria. We also wish to point out that there are
a variety of statistical tools available to achieve this. We use a
particular selection and give our reasoning for our choice. We
also provide some practical information concerning these tools
in case others want to use them to validate a questionnaire of
their choice.

Study Limitations
The LISPE sample probably overrepresented the well-functioning subsection of the population. The UK sample was small
for the EFA. This makes it hard to know whether the differences
found in the internal questionnaire structure between the samples were due to genuine differences between samples or due
to a potentially greater sampling error in the smaller sample.
The cross-cultural comparison was not optimal as it utilized
two samples that were not totally comparable in terms of age
and hearing sensitivity. Hearing sensitivity was measured in a
laboratory setting in the UK sample, whereas in LISPE it was
measured at the participants’ homes, which may cause some differences in observed hearing levels. Speech intelligibility and
SSQ scores were only available for the UK sample, and thus any
analyses including one of these measures was limited to the UK
sample. Although we assume that results would be similar in the
Finnish sample, this remains to be demonstrated.
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